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From:
Sent: Wednesday, 11 January 2023 11:36 AM
To: Legal Affairs and Safety Committee
Subject: Objection to changes in Proposed changes in the births deaths and marriages act

I object wholeheartedly to the proposed changes by the Queensland Attorney General Shannon Fentiman of the 
birth deaths in marriage is that men cannot self ideas women and women cannot self ID as men sex is immutable 
sex is biological sexes chromosome off to say anything else is an absolute fantasy.  

My biggest issue is the safety of women and children women deserve single sex spaces women deserve privacy 
women deserve safety Queensland prisons have 10,000 men in them at the moment and a great majority of those 
are sexual violent crimes we know that one and three women will be sexually assaulted physically abused by men in 
her lifetime prison population does not reflect as a man identifying as a woman wearing a dress or an L fitting skirt 
and eyeliner does not make him a woman he’s still a man and you’re putting these men in prisons with other 
women women who women prisoners are often a violent nature less than one Prison population does not reflect as 
a man identifying as a woman wearing a dress or an L fitting skirt and eyeliner does not make him a woman he’s still 
a man and you’re putting these men in prisons with other women women who women prisoners are often in their 
own crimes of not a violent nature less than 1% of the women population is a violent crime. 

You cannot confuse sex with gender to do so put any other fat into gray areas it’s like saying the sun is the moon 
because I think it is it’s utter ridiculousness I would employ you to read the findings from case 18–13592 in the 
United States at Court of Appeals of the 11th circuit in America Drew Adams versus the school board of Saint johns 
county Florida.  

I’m also at an utter loss where the Attorney General Shannon Fentiman can be seen to be doing so much really good 
work in the face for women’s protection in the family law courts bringing into the Queensland law coercive control 
measures when you look at these cases the people who are committing these crimes against women amen and like I 
said just like why do you think a man can put on a dress and automatically be included into the disadvantaged 
category of women it’s just utterly astounding and it’s a great offense that all of the other parties were consulted on 
this policy but the feminist groups were not I think that there’s some internalized misogyny happening here and it 
just can’t happen it Hass to stop.  

I would all Shannon Fentiman and the rest of the policy makers in decision makers I want you to think of Grace time 
and her abuser Nicolas pastor I want you to imagine that Nicholas is now identifying as a woman and Grace has to 
refer to him as a woman. I want you to think about  and  he raped her I know it wasn’t 
proven in a court of law but all of us women know that he raped her I want you to imagine that  now 
identifies as a woman and said  has to say that she was raped by a woman this is the utter Abuse and ongoing 
torture that you were going to put women who have been victimized through and I absolutely have sympathy for 
trans people I’m not saying that they are the problem but men are a problem and you are giving bad men or men 
any man an opportunity to further torture, control and abuse women.  

Alison Haig 

Sent from my iPhone 
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